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STUDIES IN
HISTORICAL
& SYSTEMATIC
THEOLOGY
Studies in Historical and Systematic
Theology is a peer-reviewed series of
contemporary monographs exploring
key ﬁgures, themes, and issues in
historical and systematic theology
from an evangelical perspective.
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GOD’S TIME
FOR US

BARTH’S
RECONCILIATION
OF ETERNITY &
TIME IN JESUS CHRIST

PSALMS OF
THE FAITHFUL

LUTHER’S EARLY
READING OF THE
PSALTER IN CANONICAL
CONTEXT

RENDERING
THE WORD IN
THEOLOGICAL
HERMENEUTICS
MAPPING DIVINE &
HUMAN AGENCY

James J. Cassidy

Brian T. German

Mark Alan Bowald

RELIGION / Christian
Theology / Systematic
978-1-5779-9748-1, Softcover
(6×9), 208 pages, $19.99

RELIGION / Biblical Studies /
Exegesis & Hermeneutics

RELIGION / Biblical Studies /
Exegesis & Hermeneutics
978-1-5779-9661-3, Softcover
(6×9), 272 pages, $24.99

978-1-6835-9048-4, Softcover
(6×9), 240 pages, $25.99
Forthcoming September 2017

THE TRINITY &
MARTIN LUTHER
Christine Helmer
RELIGION / Christian Theology /
Systematic 978-1-6835-9050-7,
Softcover (6×9), 320 pages, $24.99
Forthcoming November 2017

THE LION OF
PRINCETON

B.B. WARFIELD AS APOLOGIST
& THEOLOGIAN

Kim Riddlebarger
RELIGION / Christian Theology /
History 978-1-5779-9588-3, Softcover
(6×9), 336 pages, $19.99

THE BEAUTY
OF THE LORD

THEOLOGY AS AESTHETICS

Jonathan King
RELIGION / Christian Theology
/ Christology 978-1-6835-9058-3,
Softcover (6×9), 384 pages, $24.99
Forthcoming December 2017
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“This book packs an extraordinary amount of useful
summary, critical analysis,
and pastoral reﬂection into
short compass. The book will
do the most good, however, if it
encourages readers in a more
faithful way to pursue that
holiness without which
we will not see the Lord
(Hebrews 12:14).”

—D.A. CARSON,

Research Professor of New Testament, Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School; president and
cofounder, The Gospel Coalition

NO QUICK FIX
WHERE HIGHER LIFE
THEOLOGY CAME FROM, WHAT
IT IS, AND WHY IT’S HARMFUL

Andrew David Naselli
Every Christian struggles with sin and wants to be
victorious in the ﬁght.
Higher life theology—also known as Keswick
theology—oﬀers a quick ﬁx for this struggle. It
teaches that there are two categories of Christians:
those who are merely saved and those who have
really surrendered to Christ—or those who have
Jesus as their Savior alone and those who have him
as their Master as well. If Christians can simply “let
go and let God” they can be free of struggling with
sin and brought to that higher level of spiritual life.
What could be wrong with that?

theology from a biblical perspective. He shows that
it leads not to freedom, but to frustration, because
it promises something it has no power to deliver.
Along the way, he tells the story of where higher life
theology came from, describes its characteristics,
and compares it to what the Bible really says about
how we overcome sin and become more like Christ.
AUTHOR
Andrew David Naselli (PhD, Bob Jones University;
PhD, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) is
associate professor of New Testament and theology
at Bethlehem College & Seminary in Minneapolis
and an elder of Bethlehem Baptist Church. He is
the administrator for Themelios and has authored
and contributed to numerous books and articles
including Conscience: What It Is, How to Train It, and
Loving Those Who Diﬀer with J.D. Crowley.
Forthcoming August 2017
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Soteriology

978-1-6835-9046-0, Softcover (6×9), 144 pages, $19.99

A lot, it turns out. In No Quick Fix, a shorter and
more accessible version of his book Let Go and Let
God?, Andrew David Naselli critiques higher life
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“Our core beliefs
about human
nature are the
building blocks
with which we
confront the most
pressing issues
facing our nation
and world.”
—From Flawed Perfection

FLAWED
PERFECTION
WHAT IT MEANS TO BE HUMAN
AND WHY IT MATTERS FOR
CULTURE, POLITICS, AND LAW

Jeﬀrey A. Brauch
In order to understand the problems that face
the world, you have to understand human nature.
Issues created by humanity itself seem to plague our
world—from exploitation and violence to decisions
about how to wisely govern or care for human life.
And these topics aren’t just abstract problems—they
impact the day-to-day lives of many individuals
globally.
But in light of the complexity and brokenness that
such issues hold, how should Christians respond in a
thoughtful, ethical way?
It starts, says Jeﬀrey A. Brauch, with a correct view
of human nature, one based in the Bible—which
says that we’re both fallen and created in God’s

image. Such a perspective gives us a starting place
from which to speak out against injustice while
fundamentally seeing humanity as God’s creations.
By looking at legal policy and history and the ways
that both legal action and grassroots activism have
succeeded and failed, Flawed Perfection is a nonpartisan examination of many issues that challenge
Christians today—and provides the language to
think carefully through and then respond to those
issues in light of the gospel.
AUTHOR
Jeﬀrey A. Brauch is a professor of law and former
dean at Regent University School of Law in Virginia
Beach, Virginia. During his more than twenty years
at the school, he has taught classes on the Christian
foundations of law, international human rights,
criminal law, civil procedure, and the origins of the
Western legal tradition. He also helped found and is
the executive director of Regent’s Center for Global
Justice, Human Rights, and the Rule of Law.
Forthcoming October 2017
RELIGION / Christian Life / Social Issues

978-1-6835-9024-8, Softcover (5.5×8.5), 224 pages, $15.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“While we can’t
understand everything
in Scripture with
perfect precision,
we can understand
a great deal once
we connect to the
worldview and
outlook of the
biblical writers.”
—From The Bible Unﬁltered
THE BIBLE
UNFILTERED
APPROACHING SCRIPTURE
ON ITS OWN TERMS

Michael S. Heiser
The Bible is mysterious, surprising—and often
deeply misunderstood.
In The Bible Unﬁltered, Dr. Michael Heiser, an expert
in the ancient Near East and author of the bestseller The Unseen Realm, explores the most unusual,
interesting, and least understood parts of the Bible
and oﬀers insights that will inspire, inform, and
surprise you on every page.
Dr. Heiser has helped to remind the church of the
supernatural worldview of the Bible. In The Bible
Unﬁltered, you will see his methods and expertise
applied to dozens of speciﬁc passages and topics.
Gleaned from his years working as Faithlife’s
scholar-in-residence, this is some of the very best of
Dr. Heiser’s work.

AUTHOR
Michael S. Heiser (PhD, Wisconsin-Madison) is
scholar-in-residence at Faithlife Corporation. An
expert in Bible and ancient Semitic languages, he is
the author of several books including the best-seller
The Unseen Realm and the recently released Reversing
Hermon. He also hosts the popular Naked Bible
podcast. He earned his PhD in Hebrew Bible and
Semitic languages and holds an MA in ancient history
and Hebrew studies. In addition, he was named
the 2007 Paciﬁc Northwest Regional Scholar by the
Society of Biblical Literature.
Forthcoming October 2017
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General

978-1-6835-9040-8, Softcover (5×8), $15.99

THE UNSEEN REALM
RECOVERING THE
SUPERNATURAL
WORLDVIEW OF
THE BIBLE
Michael S. Heiser
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General

978-1-5779-9556-2, Hardback (6×9),
416 pages, $27.95
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“Ward combines
good writing and
common sense to
explain why English
speakers today should
both appreciate the
KJV
KJVand beneﬁt from
excellent modern
translations.”
—ANDREW DAVID
NASELLI,

Associate professor at Bethlehem College
& Seminary, author of No Quick Fix

AUTHORIZED

translators’ view that English Bible translations
should be readable by what they called “the very
vulgar”—and what we would call “the man on the
street.”

THE USE AND MISUSE OF
THE KING JAMES BIBLE

Mark Ward
The KJVbeautifully rendered the Scriptures into
the language of turn-of-the-seventeenth-century
England. Even today the King James is the most
widely read Bible in the United States. The rich
cadence of its Elizabethan English is recognized even
by non-Christians. But English has changed a great
deal over the last four hundred years—and in subtle
ways that very few modern readers will recognize.
In Authorized, Mark Ward shows what exclusive
readers of the KJVare missing as they read God’s
word.

AUTHOR
Mark Ward received his PhD from Bob Jones
University in 2012; he now serves the church as
a Logos Bible Software Pro. He is the author of
multiple high school Bible textbooks, including The
Story of the Old Testament and Patterns for Christian
Living. His dissertation focused on the “religious
aﬀections” of Paul.
Forthcoming January 2018
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General

978-1-6835-9055-2, Softcover (5×8), 112 pages $12.99

In their introduction to the King James Bible, the
translators tell us that Christians must “heare
CHRIST speaking unto them in their mother tongue.”
In Authorized, Mark Ward builds a case for the KJV

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“Surviving
and Thriving
in Seminary
is essential
reading for the
next generation
of seminary
students.”
—DAVID S. DOCKERY,
president, Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School

SURVIVING
AND THRIVING
IN SEMINARY
AN ACADEMIC AND
SPIRITUAL HANDBOOK

H. Daniel Zacharias
& Benjamin K. Forrest
Students of the Bible often spend years in seminary,
time that is meant to prepare them for ministry.
But this can also be a very challenging time. Many
students struggle with the rigorous study and the
challenges to their personal and spiritual lives.
Surviving and Thriving in Seminary is designed to
prepare current and future seminary students
for what’s ahead. In it, two experienced seminary
professors (and former seminary students) recount
what they tell their students and what they wish
they’d known. This book aims to teach skills that will
help students conquer challenges in the areas of

time management, personal life, and study practices.
Seminary is always challenging, but with the right
tools, students can do more than just survive—they
can thrive.
AUTHORS
H. Daniel Zacharias (PhD, University of Aberdeen /
Highland Theological College) is assistant professor
of New Testament at Acadia Divinity College.
Benjamin K. Forrest (EdD, Liberty University) is
associate professor of Christian education and
chair of practical studies at Liberty University’s
Rawlings School of Divinity. His doctoral research
focused on the spiritually formative experiences of
seminary spouses.
RELIGION / Christian Education / Adult

978-1-5779-9778-8, Softcover (5×8), 208 pages, $17.99
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LEXHAM METHODS SERIES
Exegesis takes time that many pastors don’t have and knowledge of context and language that many
Bible students have yet to master. The Lexham Methods Series gives pastors and students a toolbox
to understand Scripture in all its depth and to present that meaning to others.

LINGUISTICS
& BIBLICAL
EXEGESIS
Edited by Douglas Mangum
& Josh Westbury
A better understanding of how language
works should help us understand the
Bible better as we seek to discern
the original intent and meaning of
each biblical author. In Linguistics &
Biblical Exegesis, you will get a basic
introduction to the ﬁeld of linguistics—
its history, its key concepts, its major
schools of thought, and how its insights
can shed light on various problems in
biblical Hebrew and Greek.
Forthcoming November 2017

SOCIAL &
HISTORICAL
APPROACHES
TO THE BIBLE
Edited by Douglas Mangum
& Amy Balogh
The Bible was not written and received
in a historical vacuum—in fact, the
social and historical context of the
Bible illuminates key understandings
that may have been otherwise missed.
In Social & Historical Approaches to
the Bible, you will learn how biblical
scholars use many diﬀerent approaches
to uncover this context, each engaging
various aspects of the social and
historical world of the Bible.

RELIGION / Biblical Criticism &
Interpretation / General

Forthcoming November 2017

978-1-5779-9664-4, Softcover (6×9), $24.99

RELIGION / Biblical Criticism &
Interpretation / General

LITERARY
APPROACHES
TO THE BIBLE
Edited by Douglas Mangum
& Douglas Estes
The study of the Bible has long
included a literary aspect with great
attention paid not only to what
was written but also to how it was
expressed. Literary Approaches to the
Bible introduces the various ways
the study of literature has been used
in biblical studies—from classical
philology and ancient rhetoric to
modern literary criticism.
Forthcoming November 2017
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism &
Interpretation / General

978-1-5779-9666-8, Softcover (6×9), $27.99

978-1-5779-9665-1, Softcover (6×9), $24.99
Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“In the Gospels, there
is often a very clear
and direct correlation
between the substance of
one of Jesus’ teachings,
conversations, or
sermons and the spatial
environment in which he
chose to oﬀer it.”
—From Lexham
Geographic Commentary
on the Gospels

LEXHAM
GEOGRAPHIC
COMMENTARY
ON THE GOSPELS
Edited by Barry J. Beitzel
In a world of dirt roads and dry riverbeds, where
shepherds watch their flocks in the hills and
ﬁshermen mend their nets by the sea, Jesus taught
from hill and plain, using the surrounding landscape
as the backdrop for his teaching. The geographic
features of an area influence so much of human
experience. Even beyond the aspects of climate,
landscape, and natural resources, geography always
leaves a lasting mark on the development of societies
and cultures. The Lexham Geographic Commentary on
the Gospels lets you see the land through the eyes of
Jesus’ disciples.
Many well-known biblical narratives are ﬁlled with
geographical details that we tend to gloss over
because of our distance from the Holy Land. Jesus’
parables and illustrations are often brimming with

geographic clues, but the signiﬁcance of these
distinctive details is often lost in translation. This
commentary puts readers in the sandals of the
disciples as they traveled throughout Israel with
Jesus, but it also explains the signiﬁcance of the
geography for the biblical text and your life today.
Each article addresses a particular story, event, or
subject across the Gospels.
EDITOR
Dr. Barry J. Beitzel is professor emeritus of Old
Testament and Semitic languages at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School in Deerﬁeld, Illinois,
USA. He holds a PhD in ancient Near Eastern
Studies from Dropsie University in Philadelphia. He
obtained a postdoctorate in ancient Near Eastern
geography from the Université de Liège, Belgium,
and has engaged in postdoctoral archaeological work
through UCLA in eastern Syria. Dr. Beitzel is the
author of The New Moody Atlas of the Bible.
Forthcoming November 2017
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / History & Culture

978-1-6835-9044-6, Hardcover (5.5×8.5), 448 pages, $39.99
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ROMANS

VERSE BY VERSE
RELIGION / Commentary /
New Testament

978-1-6835-9053-8, Softcover
(5.5×8.5), $26.99
Forthcoming November 2017

GALATIANS

VERSE BY VERSE
RELIGION / Commentary /
New Testament

978-1-6835-9036-1, Softcover
(5.5×8.5), 256 pages, $19.99

EPHESIANS

VERSE BY VERSE
RELIGION / Commentary /
New Testament

978-1-5779-9772-6, Softcover
(5.5×8.5), 288 pages, $19.99

PHILIPPIANS

VERSE BY VERSE
RELIGION / Commentary /
New Testament

978-1-6835-9012-5, Softcover
(5.5×8.5), 240 pages, $19.99
Forthcoming August 2017

OSBORNE NEW TESTAMENT
COMMENTARIES
Grant R. Osborne
The Osborne New Testament Commentaries, by respected professor
and author Grant R. Osborne, are for people seeking a straightforward
explanation of the New Testament in its context, avoiding either
oversimpliﬁcation or technical complexity. Osborne brings out the riches
of the New Testament, making each book accessible for today’s pastors as
well as all who consider themselves students of Scripture.
Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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EVANGELICAL
EXEGETICAL
COMMENTARY
SERIES
Critical Biblical Scholarship
from an Evangelical Perspective.

The Evangelical Exegetical Commentary series incorporates the latest in critical
biblical scholarship, yet each volume is written from a distinctly evangelical
perspective. The authors explore the context and meaning of the biblical books
while showing the value and truth of the texts in ancient times and today. These
commentaries present historical and literary insights for understanding the text
within the Bible’s larger story and applying it to everyday life.
Edited by H. Wayne House (general editor), William D. Barrick (Old Testament
editor), W. Hall Harris (New Testament editor).

PHILIPPIANS
1:1–2:18, 2:19–4:23
Mark Keown
Through rigorous examination of the original Greek text and
engagement with the latest scholarship, Mark J. Keown delivers an
in-depth commentary on Philippians that captures the message of
Paul’s encouraging letter for believers today.
Print Forthcoming October 2017
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament

Philippians 1:1–2:18: 978-1-5779-9744-3, Hardcover (6×9), $39.99
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament

Philippians 2:19–4:23: 978-1-6835-9026-2, Hardcover (6×9), $35.99
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JUDE
Herbert W. Bateman IV
Jude calls believers to stand ﬁrm in their belief in Jesus’
messiahship, even when various forms of rebellion occur around
them. In this comprehensive volume, Herbert Bateman examines
the historical, cultural, and literary context of Jude’s letter.
Forthcoming November 2017
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament

978-1-6835-9052-1, Hardcover (6×9), $39.99

EPHESIANS
S.M. Baugh
“Every page reflects years of exacting study of primary sources …
coupled with a profound commitment to biblical theology. This
does not mean that he fails to study the letter itself; far from
it. The excellent scholarship comes in readable prose, making
this a thoroughly interesting and stimulating work. This is now
unquestionably the best technical commentary on Ephesians.”
—D.A. Carson, research professor of New Testament, Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament

978-1-5779-9656-9, Hardcover (6×9), 672 pages, $45.99

EXODUS 1–18, 19–40
Eugene Carpenter
“Eugene Carpenter’s magnum opus is impressive in its scholarly breadth
and depth. This commentary highlights the history and theology of
Exodus. In Dr. Carpenter’s view, these two are mixed inseparably:
‘History cannot be scuttled in Exodus; it is part of the texture and matrix
of theological truth.’ ” —Wayne McCown, provost emeritus, Roberts
Wesleyan College, and dean emeritus, Northeastern Seminary
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament

Exodus 1–18: 978-1-5779-9574-6, Hardcover (6×9), 688 pages, $39.99
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament

Exodus 19–40: 978-1-5779-9724-5, Hardcover (6×9), 544 pages, $35.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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COLLECTED
WORKS IN
PUBLIC
THEOLOGY
Abraham Kuyper
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture.
In English for the First Time.

ON THE
CHURCH

PRO REGE

What is the true nature of the
church? How has the church
failed in its mission, and how
can it succeed? On the Church is
a collection of Abraham Kuyper’s
most important writings on
ecclesiology, with introductory
essays that apply his thought to
contemporary issues.

Kuyper continues his work of
explaining the scope of Christ’s
kingship by examining how Jesus’
rule functions in the regenerated
human heart, and begins to explore
how Christ’s authority should
manifest itself—beginning with the life
of the church and the Christian family.

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Ecclesiology

978-1-5779-9671-2, Hardcover
(7×10), 528 pages, $49.99

978-1-5779-9675-0, Hardcover
(7×10), 544 pages, $49.99

VOLUME 2

RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

14
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“Great thinkers and great doers
populate our great Christian
heritage. Seldom does one
ﬁnd that rare combination of
great thinking and doing in
one person. Abraham Kuyper
stands as one of those rare
individuals whose relentless
pursuit of God integrated the
mind, heart, hands, and feet.”
—GERSON MORENO-RIAÑO,

dean and associate professor of government,
history, and criminal justice, Regent University
College of Arts & Sciences
Abraham Kuyper was both a theologian and
social activist. He was not just concerned
about his country and culture, but also
worked to change them for the glory of God.
Yet his works in public theology have never
been translated into English—until now. In
partnership with the Acton Institute for the
Study of Religion and Liberty, Lexham Press
is proud to present Kuyper’s major works on
cultural engagement. These twelve volumes,
though written over a century ago, provide
applicable lessons on how to approach
society in any era as a Christian.

ON ISLAM

COMMON GRACE

Part travelogue, part cultural
critique, On Islam presents
Kuyper’s balanced view of
early twentieth-century Islam
that displays a nuanced and
respectful understanding of the
Muslim world.

VOLUME 2

RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-5779-9674-3, Hardcover
(7×10), $49.99
Forthcoming January 2018

Common Grace is often considered
Kuyper’s crowning work, an
exploration of how God expresses
grace even to the unsaved. The
second volume explores the impact
and implications of this aspect of
Reformed theology.
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-5779-9669-9, Hardcover
(7×10), $54.99
Forthcoming March 2018
Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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LEXHAM
CLASSICS
SERIES
The Best of Christian Heritage.

PLAIN THEOLOGY
FOR PLAIN PEOPLE
Charles Octavius Boothe

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

978-1-6835-9034-7, Softcover (5×8), $14.99

In this short textbook ﬁrst published in 1890, Charles
Octavius Boothe simply and elegantly lays out the basics
of theology for everyday people. A Baptist pastor born into
slavery, Boothe brought the heights of academic theology to
his congregants so that they might be ﬁlled with good things.
The entirety of his academic influences are reflected in his
systematic theology but he wrote with simplicity in mind.
“The doctrines of our holy religion need to be studied in order
according to some deﬁnite system; but simplicity should
prevail, simplicity of arrangement and simplicity of language,”
he wrote. Plain Theology for Plain People has never been widely
available, and we are honored to make it available to a wide
audience in digital and print formats. Walter R. Strickland II
reintroduces this forgotten masterpiece.
AUTHOR
Charles Octavius Boothe (1845–1924) was a Baptist pastor
and educator. He was the founding minister of Dexter
Avenue King Memorial Baptist Church in Montgomery,
Alabama and one of the founding fathers of Selma University.
Forthcoming September 2017

16
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We are greatly blessed to live in a
time when so many riches from the
past are made available to us. Books
that cross the centuries and the
continents are becoming available
to the average reader for the ﬁrst
time.
We here at Lexham Press are hoping
to do our part to bring the best of
our Christian heritage to modern
readers with a new series: Lexham
Classics.
Lexham Classics are new, print
editions of out-of-print classic
theological works from throughout
Christian history. These titles are
beautifully typeset using highquality digital transcripts, ensuring
an accurate representation of the
writing for the modern reader.

THE
APOSTOLIC
FATHERS
A NEW TRANSLATION
Rick Brannan

GREEK
APOCRYPHAL
GOSPELS,
FRAGMENTS
AND AGRAPHA

978-1-6835-9064-4,
Softcover(6×9), $19.99

A NEW TRANSLATION
Rick Brannan
978-1-6835-9065-1,
Softcover(6×9), $14.99

HERETICS AND
ORTHODOXY
G. K. Chesterton
978-1-5779-9789-4,
Softcover (6×9), $15.99

COMMENTARY
ON THE SERMON
ON THE MOUNT
Martin Luther
978-1-5779-9795-5,
Softcover (6×9), $16.99

THE TRUTH, INSPIRATION,
AND AUTHORITY OF
SCRIPTURE
Archibald Alexander
978-1-5779-9787-0,
Softcover (6×9), $14.99

INTRODUCTION TO
THE NEW TESTAMENT
Louis Berkhof
978-1-5779-9794-8,
Softcover (6×9), $14.99
Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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REFORMED
DOGMATICS
Geerhardus Vos
Now Complete:
The Foundational Work of the
“Father of Biblical Theology.”

“Like books, people can become ‘classics.’ Great in
their day, but richer and more fulﬁlling with time. Not
yet a classic, Vos’ never-before-published Reformed
Dogmatics is more like a lost Shakespeare play recently
discovered.” —Michael Horton, J. Gresham Machen
Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics,
Westminster Seminary California
Geerhardus Vos was a signiﬁcant player in the
development of Reformed thought, yet his
monumental Reformed Dogmatics was for over a
century available only in the original Dutch. Richard
B. Gaﬃn Jr.’s new translation, the product of years of
work, makes Vos’ systematic theology fully available to
the English-speaking world for the ﬁrst time.
Vos’ strong grounding in scholarship and biblical
theology makes Reformed Dogmatics unique, bringing
a fresh perspective to systematic theology. His
work is further distinguished by its question and
answer format, making it accessible and practical for
both study and reflection. This foundational work
in systematic theology has been brought into the
modern era in ﬁve beautifully designed hardback
volumes.

VOLUME ˜

THEOLOGY PROPER
978-1-5779-9583-8, Hardcover, (6×9), 256 pages, $34.95

VOLUME ˛

ANTHROPOLOGY
978-1-5779-9584-5, Hardcover, (6×9), 176 pages, $29.95

VOLUME ˙

CHRISTOLOGY
978-1-5779-9591-3, Hardcover, (6×9), 288 pages, $34.95

VOLUME °

SOTERIOLOGY
978-1-5779-9667-5, Hardcover, (6×9), 272 pages, $34.95

VOLUME ˝

ECCLESIOLOGY,
THE MEANS OF GRACE,
ESCHATOLOGY
978-1-5779-9732-0, Hardcover, (6×9), 352 pages, $39.95
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“The Greek Verb
Revisited is the
most signiﬁcant
book on the Koine
Greek verb to be
published in over a
quarter century.”
—STEPHEN C. CARLSON,
postdoctoral research fellow, Institute
for Religion & Critical Inquiry, Faculty
of Theology and Philosophy, Australian
Catholic University

“This interdisciplinary collection of studies will now
provide a basis for any further work on the Greek verb.”
—Larry Hurtado, emeritus professor of New Testament
language, literature & theology, School of Divinity,
University of Edinburgh

THE GREEK
VERB REVISITED

A FRESH APPROACH
FOR BIBLICAL EXEGESIS

“This is an important volume that deserves careful
consideration. It will no doubt occupy a signiﬁcant
position within modern discussions of the Greek verbal
system, and rightly so.” —Constantine R. Campbell,
associate professor of New Testament, Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School

Edited by Steven E. Runge
& Christopher J. Fresch
New Testament scholars have debated the nature of
the Koine Greek verb for twenty-ﬁve years, reaching
an impasse when it came to both tense and aspect.
Now, a group of scholars oﬀers a new take on this
debate. Originally presented as part of a conference
on the Greek verb at Tyndale House, Cambridge,
the chapters in The Greek Verb Revisited represent
scholarly collaboration from the ﬁelds of linguistics,
classics, and New Testament studies—resulting
in a new perspective that allows the reader to
approach the Greek verb in a fresh way. The Greek
Verb Revisited not only oﬀers a rare glimpse into the
background of the debate over the Greek verb, but
also explains the signiﬁcance of this discussion and
provides a linguistically sound way forward.

EDITORS
Steven E. Runge (DLitt, University of Stellenbosch)
serves as research associate in the Department of
Ancient Studies at the University of Stellenbosch, as
director of the Lexham Research Institute, and as
scholar-in-residence at Faithlife Corporation.
Christopher J. Fresch (PhD, University of
Cambridge) teaches biblical languages and Old
Testament at Bible College of South Australia,
an aﬃliated college of the Australian College
of Theology. His research focuses on Greek and
Hebrew languages, linguistics, and the Septuagint.
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / New Testament

978-1-5779-9636-1, Softcover (6×9), 688 pages, $34.99
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“Dayton Hartman shows
great maturity in the way he
addresses some of the lies that
church leaders are tempted
to believe whilst wooing our
hearts with the compelling
beauty of Christ. Read and
enjoy. I’m certain you’ll be
refreshed, challenged, and
encouraged in your work for
the Lord.”
—STEVE TIMMIS,
CEO of Acts 29

LIES PASTORS
BELIEVE
SEVEN WAYS TO ELEVATE
YOURSELF, SUBVERT THE
GOSPEL, AND UNDERMINE
THE CHURCH

Dayton Hartman
All of us are tempted to believe lies about ourselves.
For many pastors, the lies we’re tempted to believe
have to do with our identity: that God has called us
to lead a movement, that we must sacriﬁce our home
life for our ministry life, or that our image as holy is
more important than our actual pursuit of holiness.
In Lies Pastors Believe, pastor and professor Dayton
Hartman takes aim at these and other lies he has
faced in his own ministry and seen other pastors
struggle with. With a winsome and engaging style,
Hartman shows current and future pastors why
these lies are so tempting, the damage they can

do, and how they can be resisted by believing and
applying the truth of the gospel.
AUTHOR
Dayton Hartman is lead pastor at Redeemer Church
in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. He has a PhD
in church and dogma history from North-West
University (South Africa), and serves as an adjunct
professor at both Southeastern Baptist Theological
Seminary and Columbia International University. He
is the author of Church History for Modern Ministry:
Why Our Past Matters for Everything We Do.
Forthcoming October 2017
RELIGION / Christian Church / Leadership

978-1-6835-9038-5, Softcover (5×8), 128 pages, $12.99

CHURCH HISTORY
FOR MODERN MINISTRY
WHY OUR PAST MATTERS
FOR EVERYTHING WE DO

Dayton Hartman
978-1-5779-9660-6, Softcover
(5.5×8.5), 112 pages, $12.95
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“This book is vintage
Allan Moseley! It is biblical,
clear, practical, and witty. It
perfectly represents the genre
of Proverbs. The Proverbs were
intended for real life. Moseley
masterfully puts this on
full display in this very
ﬁne work.”
—DR. DANIEL L. AKIN,
president, Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary

LIVING WELL
Allan Moseley

“Textually faithful, gospel-rich, and well-organized, this
is a go-to resource for understanding the great Book of
wisdom.” —J.D. Greear, pastor, The Summit Church
(Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina); author, Gaining by
Losing: Why the Future Belongs to Churches that
Send

Proverbs or wise sayings are not just quotable
or pithy—they help people walk through life. For
instance, people may be reminded to be good
stewards by “a penny saved is a penny earned.”
Though these adages may seem commonplace, it is
important to keep in mind that God himself inspired
a book ﬁlled with such memorable wisdom—the Old
Testament book of Proverbs.

AUTHOR
Allan Moseley (PhD, New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary) has served as a pastor for
ﬁfteen years and as professor of Old Testament
and Hebrew at Southeastern Baptist Theological
Seminary for twenty years. He also teaches courses
in expository preaching and hermeneutics and is
author of Exalting Jesus in Leviticus (B&H, 2015).

GOD’S WISDOM FROM
THE BOOK OF PROVERBS

In Living Well, Allan Moseley examines the wisdom
displayed in Proverbs. Each chapter covers a
diﬀerent topic and how it is discussed in this biblical
book. Moseley explores how the Bible’s wisdom can
lead people to live well, whether in their ﬁnancial
decisions, relationships, or work.

Forthcoming September 2017
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth

978-1-6835-9010-1, Softcover (5.5×8.5), 208 pages, $19.99
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“Good Christian
doctrine is not
simply getting
the facts right:
it is something
transformative,
brought to life
in obedience to
Christ.”
—From Living Doctrine

LIVING DOCTRINE
THE BOOK OF TITUS

Daniel Akin
In his letter to Titus, the Apostle Paul implores the
reader to take truth seriously and to ensure that the
good news of gospel is being passed on in its full
force. Solid Christian doctrine and a passion for
godly Christian life are twin themes that weave their
way throughout this short epistle. In Living Doctrine,
Daniel L. Akin unpacks this powerful message and
shows how these themes are still vital for Christians
today. Like the biblical book it covers, Living Doctrine
is concise, gospel-centered, and immensely practical.

THE SERIES
God’s word is transformative. It is this conviction
that gives the Transformative Word series its name
and its unique character. Series Editor Craig G.
Bartholomew has worked alongside authors from
around the world to identify a key theme in each
book of the Bible, and each volume provides careful
biblical exegesis centered on that gripping theme.
The result is an engaging, accessible thematic
exploration of a biblical book, poised to oﬀer you
new and refreshing insights.

AUTHOR
Daniel Akin is dean at Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. He holds an MDiv
from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
and a PhD from the University of Texas at Arlington.
Forthcoming October 2017
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Bible Study Guides

978-1-6835-9060-6, Softcover (5×8), $9.99
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The Snapshots series, edited by Michael F. Bird, engages signiﬁcant themes in
contemporary biblical and theological scholarship, making them accessible to
busy students of the word and applicable in the life of the church.

TRANSFORMATION
THE HEART OF
PAUL’S GOSPEL

HEIRS OF PROMISE THE RECONCILING
WISDOM OF GOD
THE CHURCH AS THE
NEW ISRAEL IN ROMANS

David A. deSilva

P. Chase Sears

What made the gospel so compelling
that the Apostle Paul would give up
everything to preach the good news?
David deSilva argues that some Christians have unintentionally reduced the
gospel to a message Paul would hardly
recognize—little more than a “get out
of hell free” pass. In Transformation,
deSilva demonstrates that Paul saw the
gospel as nothing less than the means
to transform and renew all of creation.

How did the Apostle Paul view the
church? How are the promises to
Israel fulﬁlled in the church? In Heirs
of Promise, P. Chase Sears discusses
this relationship and explains how it
aﬀects our understanding of the Old
Testament. Using a biblical-theological
approach to the book of Romans, Sears
argues that Paul understood the church
not as a replacement of Israel, but as
the new Israel—the continuation of
Israel reconstituted in Christ.

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Paul’s Letters

978-1-5779-9585-2, Softcover (5×8),
144 pages, $15.95

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Paul’s Letters

978-1-5779-9648-4, Softcover (5×8),
128 pages, $15.99

REFRAMING THE
DOCTRINE OF THE
ATONEMENT

Adam J. Johnson
In The Reconciling Wisdom of God, Adam
Johnson considers God’s redemptive
work in Christ through the atonement
as an act of God’s inﬁnite wisdom. In
making this crucial turn, Johnson
is able to speak to proponents of
the various atonement theories and
move the discussion forward in a new
direction.
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Soteriology

978-1-5779-9725-2, Softcover (5×8),
160 pages, $16.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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EVERY
SQUARE INCH

EVERY
WAKING HOUR

EVERY
GOOD THING

AN INTRODUCTION
TO CULTURAL
ENGAGEMENT FOR
CHRISTIANS

AN INTRODUCTION TO
WORK AND VOCATION
FOR CHRISTIANS

AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE MATERIAL WORLD
AND THE COMMON
GOOD FOR CHRISTIANS

Bruce Riley Ashford

Benjamin T. Quinn &
Walter R. Strickland II

To what extent should Christians be
involved with their culture? In Every
Square Inch, Bruce Riley Ashford
answers that God wants all of
Christian life to be shaped by Jesus’
lordship. Since Jesus truly is Lord over
everything, Christians must remove
the barrier between sacred and
secular and allow the gospel to inform
everything they do.

How should Christians glorify God
through their work? In Every Waking
Hour, Benjamin T. Quinn and Walter
R. Strickland II oﬀer a theological
framework for understanding the
intersection between the Christian
life and work of any kind—helping
develop a scriptural understanding
of how Monday-to-Friday relates to
Sunday morning.

What does the Bible say about
how Christians should think of the
physical world they live in? In Every
Good Thing, David W. Jones explains
why believers should be concerned
with the material world. God cares
deeply about the material realm, and
he calls his followers to live a life of
engagement with, not detachment
from, the physical world.

AUTHOR
Bruce Riley Ashford (PhD,
Southeastern Baptist Theological
Seminary) is provost and dean of the
faculty at Southeastern, where he
also serves as professor of theology
and culture. He is the author of One
Nation Under God: A Christian Hope
for American Politics (B&H Academic,
2015).

AUTHORS
Benjamin T. Quinn is associate dean
for institutional eﬀectiveness and
assistant professor of theology and
history of ideas at Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary & The
College at Southeastern.

AUTHOR
David W. Jones (PhD, Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary)
is professor of Christian ethics,
associate dean for graduate program
administration, and director of the
ThM program at Southeastern. He
has authored or coauthored six books
and more than a dozen articles that
have appeared in various academic
publications.

RELIGION / Christian Life / Social Issues

978-1-5779-9620-0, Hardcover
(5×7), 176 pages, $14.99

Walter R. Strickland II is special
advisor to the president for diversity
and instructor of theology at
Southeastern Baptist Theological
Seminary.
RELIGION / Christian Life / Professional Growth
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RELIGION / Christian Life / Social Issues

978-1-5779-9701-6, Hardcover
(5×7), 144 pages, $12.95

978-1-5779-9678-1, Hardcover
(5×7), 144 pages, $12.95
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DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA
A NEW ABRIDGMENT FOR STUDENTS

Alexis de Tocqueville,
Edited by John D. Wilsey
“John D. Wilsey has achieved something near impossible—the abridgement of
Alexis de Tocqueville’s masterpiece Democracy in America while retaining
its core contributions to our understanding of Jacksonian America up to the
present. In his introduction, Wilsey provides readers an excellent guide for
understanding Tocqueville’s treatment of equality, democracy, liberty, and
especially slavery. This volume is perfect for high school and college students,
but any curious reader could pick up a copy to start his or her study of this
classic text.” —James M. Patterson, assistant professor of politics, Ave Maria
University

POLITICAL SCIENCE / American Government / General

978-1-5779-9765-8, Softcover (6×9),
512 pages, $24.99

EDITOR
John D. Wilsey (PhD, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary) is
assistant professor of history and Christian apologetics at Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary at the Houston campus, where he teaches
courses on Western civilization, American politics, and American
religious history. He is the author of American Exceptionalism and Civil
Religion: Reassessing the History of an Idea (IVP Academic, 2015).

THE MAJESTY
OF MYSTERY
CELEBRATING THE GLORY OF
AN INCOMPREHENSIBLE GOD

K. Scott Oliphint
“At ﬁrst when we hear that God is mysterious, we think: he’s unknowable.
What Scott Oliphint argues in this extraordinary book is just the opposite.
Divine mystery, as he proves from Scripture, provides the only real hope that
we can know God. This book is far from a cold theological study. It sings!
When we put it down, we want to say not ‘what a great text,’ but ‘what
a great and worthy God.’” —Dr. William Edgar, professor of apologetics,
Westminster Theological Seminary

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

978-1-5779-9742-9, Softcover (6×9),
256 pages, $17.99

AUTHOR
K. Scott Oliphint (PhD, Westminster Theological Seminary) is professor
of apologetics and systematic theology at Westminster Theological
Seminary and an ordained minister in the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church. He is the author of many books, including Covenantal
Apologetics: Principles and Practice in Defense of Our Faith and God with Us:
Divine Condescension and the Attributes of God.
Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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CONFRONTED
BY GRACE

SPURGEON
COMMENTARY SERIES

MEDITATIONS OF
A THEOLOGIAN

Edited by Elliot Ritzema and Jessi Strong
Spurgeon’s writings on the Bible ﬁll dozens of volumes,
but his thoughts on particular passages are scattered
in numerous books and sermons. This series, edited
by Elliot Ritzema, collects Spurgeon’s thoughts in the
time-tested format of a traditional commentary, with
useful illustrations and applications gathered from his
sermons and writings.

GALATIANS
978-1-5779-9542-5,
Softcover (6×9),
192 pages, $16.95

John Webster
Scripture and the gospel
confront us with the truth
of God’s grace. This rich
collection of thoughtful sermons from a renowned
theologian is challenging, stimulating, and inspiring.
Webster’s reflections, born from years of theological
and biblical study, demonstrate the complexity of the
realities we face in the Christian life and the depth of the
grace of God.
AUTHOR

John Webster (1955–2016) was professor of divinity at the
University of St. Andrews, Scotland. Former chaplain at
St. John’s, Durham, and canon of Christ Church, Oxford,
he preached and lectured internationally.
978-1-5779-9627-9, Softcover (5.5×8.5), 272 pages, $14.95

HEBREWS
EXCELLENT
PREACHING

978-1-5779-9640-8,
Softcover (6×9),
528 pages, $20.95

PROCLAIMING
THE GOSPEL IN ITS
CONTEXT & OURS

Craig G. Bartholomew

PHILIPPIANS
978-1-5779-9641-5,
Softcover (6×9),
192 pages, $16.95

Craig G. Bartholomew explains
in Excellent Preaching that
pastors need to address both
the context of Scripture and the context in which they
preach in order to preach the gospel eﬀectively. Practical,
accessible, and drawing on years of Bartholomew’s
preaching experience, this short book helps preachers
connect the message of the Bible to everyday life.
AUTHOR

2 THESSALONIANS,
2 TIMOTHY, AND
TITUS
978-1-5779-9634-7,
Softcover (6×9),
368 pages, $17.95

Craig G. Bartholomew (PhD, Bristol University) is H.
Evan Runner Professor of Philosophy and professor of
religion and theology at Redeemer University College in
Ancaster, Ontario, and dean of the St. George’s Centre
for Biblical and Public Theology. He is associate editor of
the Dictionary for Theological Interpretation of the Bible and
the coauthor, with Michael W. Goheen, of The Drama of
Scripture.
978-1-5779-9650-7, Softcover (5×8), 96 pages, $11.99
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ROMANS

PHILIPPIANS

Steven E. Runge

Steven E. Runge

HIGH DEFINITION
COMMENTARY

“Runge presents a visually
stimulating work where
Paul’s thoughts are literally
mapped out in front of you.
He successfully shows the reader how Paul’s argument is
put together on one block after another. It is a great tool for
anyone who is serious about teaching Romans!”
—Michael F. Bird, lecturer in theology and New Testament,
Ridley College (Melbourne, Australia)
AUTHOR

Steven E. Runge (LittD, University of Stellenbosch)
serves as a research associate in the Department of
Ancient Studies at the University of Stellenbosch, as
director of the Lexham Research Institute, and as scholarin-residence at Faithlife Corporation. He is the general
editor of the Lexham Discourse Greek New Testament and
the Lexham High Deﬁnition New Testament, and coeditor of
The Greek Verb Revisited (Lexham, 2016). Runge is
also the author of the Discourse Grammar of the Greek New
Testament: A Practical Introduction for Teaching
and Exegesis.

HIGH DEFINITION
COMMENTARY

“Runge has oﬀered the fruits
of his labors in analyzing
discourse features in
Philippians. Not only is his
work in this commentary illuminating, but he also supplies
graphics that attractively communicate his main points. This
is a perfect example of how scholars can simplify insights in a
way that easily proﬁts the pulpit and pew.” —Nijay K. Gupta,
assistant professor of New Testament, George Fox Evangelical
Seminary
978-1-5779-9592-0, Softcover (7.5×9.25), 144 pages, $19.99

MENDING A
FRACTURED
CHURCH

HOW TO SEEK UNITY
WITH INTEGRITY

Edited by Michael F. Bird
& Brian Rosner

978-1-5779-9569-2, Softcover (7.5×9.25), 320 pages, $24.99

JAMES

HIGH DEFINITION
COMMENTARY

Steven E. Runge
“What happens when
you take the results of
Greek discourse analysis,
traditional exegesis, and
creative high-tech graphics and apply them all to the Letter
of James in order to write a ‘bottom-shelf,’ highly accessible,
succinct commentary? You get this wonderful little book. It is
reliable, easy to read, insightful, and convicting all at once!”
—Craig Blomberg, distinguished professor of New Testament,
Denver Seminary
978-1-5779-9630-9, Softcover (7.5×9.25), 144 pages, $19.99

What does it really mean
for the church to have unity? How should we deal with
diversity? What diﬀerences are worth dividing over? A
cast of worthy scholars headed by editors Michael F. Bird
and Brian Rosner look to the Bible for examples of how
to behave when Christians diﬀer. Speaking to pastors,
churches, and seminary students, they provide a guide to
maintaining unity without sacriﬁcing integrity.
EDITORS

Michael F. Bird (PhD, University of Queensland) is
lecturer in theology and postgraduate research at Ridley
College in Melbourne, Australia. He is author of several
commentaries and theological works.
Brian Rosner (PhD, University of Cambridge) has
lectured at the University of Aberdeen and Moore
Theological College. He serves as principal of Ridley
College in Melbourne, Australia.
978-1-5779-9631-6, Softcover (5×8), 160 pages, $12.95
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Ancient Truth.
Contemporary Conversations.
Lexham Press seeks to increase biblical literacy, thoughtful
Christian reflection, and faithful Christian action around
the world. We’re committed to excellence through visionary,
faithful, and fruitful Christian publishing in service of
the church.
As a part of the Faithlife Corporation (the makers of Logos
Bible Software), we’re working to help the church grow in
the light of the Bible.
Ordering Information
Review our entire catalog at www.LexhamPress.com
Our books are available to retail customers and chain stores
through Bookmasters, or your Noble Marketing sales representative.
orders@bookmasters.com | t. 1.419.281.5100 | f. 419.281.6883
Customers in the UK and Europe please contact
Lexham Press at orders@lexhampress.com
Lexham Press is a part of the Faithlife Corporation.
Reach us at customerservice@lexhampress.com
Unless otherwise noted, Lexham possesses worldwide rights to all titles.
All prices are subject to change without notice.
1313 Commercial Street, Bellingham, WA, 98225, USA.
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